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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� A complete thermo-CFD model

was built for a compact proton-

ceramic steam electrolysis unit.

� The thermoneutral voltage at a

specific steam conversion is a key

indicator of the electrolysis unit

performance.

� The selection of a porous medium

for the electronic current collector

favours heat transfer.

� The operation under different

operating conditions does not

present with no fluid or thermal

limitations.
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a b s t r a c t

Electrolysis based on renewable energies offers a promising carbon-free solution for

hydrogen generation and storage. The recent developments of proton ceramic electrolysis

cells operating at intermediate temperatures bear promise of superior energy efficiency

compared to oxide ion conducting electrolytes. Here, a proton ceramic Single Engineering

Unit (SEU) design is optimized for steam electrolysis using a computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) model implemented in a COMSOL Multiphysics software. The SEU is an all-in-one

tubular cell arrangement that constitutes the smallest electrolysis unit and enables effi-

cient, adaptable pressurized hydrogen generation. The parametrical modelling study is
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conducted for two adiabatic operation scenarios with distinct steam conversion rates and

tested for multiple key parameters, namely internal and external chamber pressures and

inlet stream temperature. The modelling results show that low steam conversions enable

operation at higher current densities and that the thermoneutral voltage for a fixed steam

conversion is highly sensitive to the process conditions and operation modes. The incre-

ment of the pressure of the generated hydrogen implies a reduced production rate at

thermoneutral voltage, although it can be compensated with an enhanced steam pressure

or a reduced inlet temperature. Additionally, the introduction of a porous medium as the

SEU current collector in the steam chamber enhances heat transport within this chamber.

The area specific resistance of the system determines the current density, enforcing an

adaption of the area of the electrolyser to satisfy the target hydrogen production and en-

ergy efficiency. The resulting proposed SEU design and adapted operational parameters

allow effective delivery of pressurized dry hydrogen for a wide range of conditions and

applications.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

The escalating climate change warning signs added to the

environmental legislation stringency urges the development

of renewable, carbon-free alternatives to current energy

sources and technologies [1,2]. Hydrogen from electrolysis

may replace fossil fuels and represents a clean burning energy

carrier [3] with high gravimetric energy density (143 MJ kg�1),

while storage and application may suffer from its low volu-

metric energy density [4,5]. Furthermore, hydrogen from fossil

sources involves considerable CO2 emissions (around 8e12 kg

CO2 eq/kg H2) ascribed to production by reforming fossil

feedstocks [2,6e10]. Electrolysis is an attractive alternative for

hydrogen production due to its low CO2 footprint and poten-

tial for small scale production which only requires water and

electricity [9]. Recent developments on Pt-based catalysts and

metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have displayed high per-

formance and versatility compared to previous systems

[11e15]. Currently, the high cost of electrolysis prevents its full

commercialization, and further efforts are required to in-

crease its economic viability. Since the cost of electrolysis

originates mainly from its large electrical demands, there has

recently beenmuch interest related to the integration of lower

cost renewable energy sources to power electrolysis systems

to produce green hydrogen [3,16,17]. Due to this increasing

availability of renewable power and the raising green H2 de-

mand for transport and industrial purposes [17e21], various

Power-to-Gas (P2G) projects have emerged with this objective.

Electrolysis systems would provide a zero-emission pathway

from renewable energy to hydrogen for use in energy gener-

ation or to produce added value compounds.

High temperature electrolysers based on ion-conducting

ceramic electrolytes possess the highest theoretical effi-

ciency, although their commercial release is hardly available

[10,22,23]. Proton conducting ceramics operating in the inter-

mediate temperature range (400e700 �C) exhibit in principle

higher efficiencies compared to conventional oxide-ion con-

ducting ceramics [24,25]. Additionally, proton ceramic
electrolysis cells generate pure, dry hydrogen instead of

water-diluted hydrogen produced by oxide-ion conducting

electrolysers, which on their side instead generate undiluted

and hence hazardous oxygen. Significant progress has been

made in development of proton ceramics over the past

decade. For example, Vøllestad et al. developed a scalable

tubular electrolysis cell based on a proton ceramic electrolyte

[26]. New electrolyte materials such as multi-doped barium

zirconate have exhibited substantial improvements in per-

formance, however, still only at button single cell scale in the

case of electrolysis [27,28].

To better understand high-temperature electrolysis sys-

tems, different authors have leveraged a finite-element

approach for advanced analysis of related processes [29e33].

Finite elements methodology unfolds a collection of proced-

ures to solve complex differential equations based on the

discretization of the geometry. Therefore, this methodology

allows obtaining the internal performance of the studied

phenomena. This information can be used to improve the

understanding on how a process work inside one specific ge-

ometry system and to guide the design of a reactor system.

When analysing the cell heat balance, three electrolysis

operation modes can be considered: (i) endothermic opera-

tion, that is, working at lower potentials than that of ther-

moneutral potential; (ii) isothermal, at thermoneutral

potential and (iii) exothermic, working at higher potentials

than thermoneutral potential. Eachmode is directly related to

the balance between the heat demand from the reaction and

the heat generated from electrochemical overpotential losses

[34e36]. The thermoneutral voltage can be defined as the

voltage at which the heat required for the electrolytic water

dissociation reaction is provided by the overpotential losses of

the electrochemical circuit. The heat transfer may limit the

electrochemical performance of the electrolyser, and the

electrical conductivities and kinetics of the cell components

and interfaces are highly temperature dependent [37].

In this study, a computational fluid-dynamics (CFD)

model was developed for a modular electrolysis unit. The
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methodology is based on advanced modelling of finite-

elements in which all phenomena included in the process

are coupled, i.e. gas flow, gas diffusion, electrochemistry and

heat transport. The high flexibility of the developed meth-

odology enables responses to different demands. Various

sensitivity studies were performed to evaluate process per-

formance through the identification of two relevant opera-

tion modes based on the steam utilization and the pressure

of the system. This computational work helps leverage the

processes from laboratory equipment to industrial scale

systems, filling the gap in the upscaling of the technology. In

fact, it promotes the design development and optimization

throughout the identification of the key performance pa-

rameters and system upgrade.
Methodology

This work utilizes a CFD methodology to guide the upscaling

of high-temperature electrolysers based on tubular proton

ceramic cells. Considering the computational approach of this

study, extensive experimental data are not available. The

modelling results are validated by an elemental dimension-

less model (0D model) that accounts for balances of mass,

charge and heat (see Supporting information).

Geometry

The set-up analysed in this study consists of a self-contained

modular sub-assembly of the electrolyser, hereinafter Single

Engineering Unit (SEU), and comprises a tube-in-shell

arrangement that operates in vertical orientation (Fig. 1). In

this setup, the free space between the electrode and the

external shell must be filled to ensure proper current collec-

tion. In order to avoid significant potential losses, a porous

medium with high electrical conductivity has been selected

for this study. A diverse group of structured materials can be

considered for this purpose, i.e. foam, wire-mesh, granulates,

balls or a combination.

This SEU (Fig. 1) includes a 200 mm long tubular cell with

9.5 mm outer diameter consisting of a porous inner electrode

(1 mm thick) coated with a dense, 25 mm thick BaZr0$7Ce0$2-
Y0$1O3-d electrolyte layer. The external electrode covers the

centre-most 190 mm section of the electrolyte. The cell is

closed at one end by a moulded glass-ceramic cap and sealed

to a steel header at the other end via a segment with a graded

coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). This set-up provides
Fig. 1 e View of the SEU tube-in-shell geometry. The S
an internal chamber (inside the tubular cell) and an external

chamber (between the cell and the steel shell).

Steam is injected at the bottom of the external chamber

(left in Fig. 1). The exhaust stream, consisting of unreacted

steam and O2 generated by electrolysis, exits at the top of the

external chamber through a tube on the side of the top plug/

manifold. The internal chamber is filled with metallic wool

(Cu or Ni) to provide electrical contact between the central

current lead and the internal electrode (this wool is not

considered a new body in the model). Hydrogen is generated

at the internal electrode and leaves the internal chamber via a

T-junction at the top of the steel tube which supports the

central current lead feedthrough. There is no sweep gas flow

through the internal chamber. The external chamber is, as

mentioned above, filled with a porous medium, that serves as

current collector.

Fig. 2 shows different detailed views of the SEU. The steam

enters the external chamber and crosses the porous electronic

collector domain, after the electrolysis of steam, the hydrogen

generated in the system is transported as protons through the

electrolyte and collected from the internal electrode. The

electric current is supplied via the steel shell and reaches the

external electrode by crossing the porous domain. Finally, the

electric current is collected from the internal electrode and

guided back by a copper wire.

CFD model

The computational fluid dynamics model was built using the

software COMSOLMultiphysics v5.4. The electrolysis process

involves different phenomena related to mass and energy

exchange: gas flows and diffusion in the external chamber,

heat transport and electrochemical reactions must be

considered in the fluid dynamics model. Gas flows are

modelled using Navier-Stokes equations and corrected by

the Brinkman equations to account for the fast-fluid dy-

namics in porous media, where the constituent particles are

assumed to be spherical for permeability computations. An

averaged-mixture set of equations including H2O and O2 are

employed to model gas diffusion (the Knudsen diffusion

contribution is neglected). While the binary gas diffusion

coefficient between steam and oxygen is estimated using the

Fuller equation, a correction that selects the ratio between

the porosity and the tortuosity is introduced for the porous

domains, considering a spherical particle geometry.

Regarding the heat transfer in the system, the SEU assembly

is adiabatic and radiation is neglected. The thermal
EU is designed to operate in vertical orientation.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.06.112
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Fig. 2 e View of the SEU tube-in-shell geometry. Blue arrows represent external chamber gas flows while the green arrows

represent internal chamber gas flows; orange lines show the electric connection. (For interpretation of the references to

color/colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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conductivity within the porous domains is also determined

taking the estimated porosity into account. All the governing

equations employed for the SEU simulation and the proper-

ties assumed for the different porous domains of these de-

signs are listed in Tables S1 and S2, respectively (supporting

material). In this study, the faradaic efficiency is assumed to

be 100% and the Area Specific Resistance (ASR), defined as the

overall specific resistance of the electrochemical cell,

ASRðTÞ¼ASR873K$exp

�
� Ea

R
$

�
1
T
� 1
873K

��
(1)

is set with a reference value of ASR873K ¼ 3 U$cm2 and an

activation energy of Ea¼ 50 kJ mol�1.

The electrochemical processes are modelled assuming

secondary current distribution, with the Butler-Volmer

equations governing the electrochemical kinetics [38]. The

exchange current density is fixed at i0 ¼ 0.1 A cm�2 and the

anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients at b ¼ 0.5. The

complexity of determining a single layer's resistance

contribution of the electrochemical cell is overcome by

integrating the specific resistance of each layer into a single

resistance assigned to the electrolyte layer. This is achieved

by minimizing the magnitude of the electrode over-

potentials, i.e. by setting high values for the specific ionic and

electronic conductivities of the electrodes. Consequently,

the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte layer can be esti-

mated as the ratio between its thickness and the ASR. The

porous electronic domain was also simplified assuming a

solid domain and introducing an electric conductivity of

250 S/cm. The effect of the partial pressures of the external

chamber on the reversible potential, Erev, can be accounted

for with
Erev;1 ¼ DG
z$F

¼DGH2

�
T; pint

�þ 0:5$DGO2

�
T;pext

�� DGH2O

�
T;pext

�
z$F

(2)

Erev ¼Erev;1 þ R$T
z$F

$ln

�
p0:5
O2$pH2

pH2O

�
(3)

where pi represents the partial pressure of the i compound.

The model assumes that the external half-reaction

(H2O/2 Hþ þ 2 e� þ 1
2 O2) is disposed homogeneously

throughout the entire external electrode domain and the gas

density for the steam and oxygen mixture to be ideal. Addi-

tionally, their viscosity and thermal conductivities are calcu-

lated using the Wilke model and their heat capacities are

obtained as the molar average of each pure component.

Analogously, the hydrogen release reaction (2 Hþ þ 2 e�/H2)

in the internal porous electrode takes places homogeneously

along the entire surface domain. The remaining properties for

pure gases (viscosities, heat capacities, heat capacity ratios

and thermal conductivities) and hydrogen at selected tem-

perature are collected from bibliographic data for both

external and internal chambers [39]. The external and internal

electrode geometries feature an axially symmetric surface

which determines surface boundary conditions for gas flows

and species transport models. Fig. S1 shows an (off-scale)

axial cut of the SEU describing the geometry of all the domains

considered in this model, the source terms and assumptions

of which are collected in Table S2.

Studies performed

Previous works and projects for proton ceramic cells have

found the optimal operation temperature to be 600 �C [26].

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.06.112
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Although many have focused on designing cells for lower

operation temperatures in recent years [27,28,30], a complete

model and design is yet to be formulated to determine optimal

device design and process conditions for operation at tem-

peratures above and below 600 �C. Additionally, it is

acknowledged for this type of tubular technology that the

pressure in the external chamber of the tube cell should be

equal or greater than the pressure in the internal chamber to

avoid tensile stresses in the ceramic tube and seals. This

means that the electrolytically produced hydrogen in this

tubular cell may be compressed up to the pressure of the

external chamber, but not higher. This constraint is consid-

ered throughout the entire modelling study and helps avoid-

ing potential mechanical failure of the ceramic components

and seals. In the current work, the effect of certain parameters

on the system performance, such as current density, pressure

in the internal and external chambers and inlet stream tem-

perature are studied (see Table 1).

Two operation modes, mild and severe, are defined based

on the pressure of the SEU chambers and water conversion,

considering an inlet stream fixed at 600 �C.

1. The mild operation mode represents a combination of soft

conditions and low steam conversion. The pressures in the

steam and hydrogen chambers are set to 5 bara and 1 to 5

bara, respectively, while the steam conversion is con-

strained between 10 and 25%. Considering that the ther-

moneutral voltage must be achieved within this range of

steam conversions, a large share of the inlet steam remains

unconverted and absorbs the heats of the process.

2. The severe operation mode combines the highest opera-

tion pressures with high steam conversions. The steam

and hydrogen chambers are boosted to 30 bara and 5 to 30

bara, correspondingly, with a 60e80% steam conversion.

Attending to the lesser amount of unreacted gas able to

absorb the generated heat, higher temperature gradients

than in the previous mode can be expected.

Furthermore, the influence of the inlet temperature is also

examined via a parametric study. Prescribed the same opera-

tion modes as in the previous 600 �C case, a second scenario
Table 1 e Summary of the conditions studied. T0: inlet
temperature; Pint: pressure in the internal chamber; Pext:
pressure in the external chamber.

Conditions
(inlet flow)

T0

(�C)
Pint (bara) Pext (bara) X (H2O)

Evaluation of the increase of the current densityrowhead

Mild 600 1 5 0e25

Severe 600 25 30 50e95

Evaluation of the increase of the pressure in the internal

chamberrowhead

Mild 600 1e5 5 0.2

Severe 600 5e30 30 0.8

Evaluation of the increase of the pressure in the external

chamberrowhead

Severe 600 5 5e30 0.8

Effect of the temperature of the inlet streamrowhead

Severe 500e600 25 30 0.8
with lower inlet stream temperature is studied to evaluate the

effect of a temperature increase in an electrolysis cell operating

exothermically. Table 1 collects the conditions selected for each

case study. The current density response of the system to the

varying conditions is in any case adjusted by the steam con-

version to approach thermoneutral voltage operation.

Inlet steam flows are calculated under the thermoneutral

voltage operation assumption and in agreement with the

selected steam conversion, X (H2O), for each operationmode:

F0ðH2OÞ¼ iop$Area

z$F
$

1
XðH2OÞ$MH2O (4)

F0ðO2Þ¼ F0ðH2OÞ $1� x0;H2O

x0;H2O
$MO2 (5)

where the exchange current density, i0, is dependent on the

area specific resistance (ASR),

iop ¼Eth � Erev

ASR873K
(6)

In addition, an oxygen molar fraction of 0.01 is set for the

inlet gas to the external chamber.

Finally, a performance evaluation of the area specific

resistance (ASR) of the electrochemical cell is carried out

under the severe condition operating mode. The activation

energy, defined by an Arrhenius expression, is computed for

different ASR873K values, namely 1, 2 and 3 U cm2, with the

correspondingly recalculated inlet stream flows presented in

Table 2.

COMSOL methodology

The 2D axial symmetric model was built using COMSOL

Multiphysics in steady state mode. The mesh was optimized

using triangular division of the different domains. The cal-

culations were carried out using the Parallel Direct Solver

(PARDISO) with parameter continuation to assure conver-

gence. The relative tolerance of the method was 0.001.

Consistent stabilization criteria are chosen for all phenomena

using streamline diffusion and crosswind diffusion. To

improve the convergence of the system, the process is solved

for isothermal conditions (at 600 �C), being this solution used

as the initial value for the complete adiabatic process

thereafter.

Fig. S2 shows the mesh used for the all-in-one tubular cell

arrangement. It should be noted that the final part of the as-

sembly (the outlet gas channels) has considered in the model.

This assumption has been taken in order to simplify the

model to a 2D axial symmetry. This zone can only contribute

to the pressure drops since there are no mass or heat-transfer
Table 2 e Flows for the inlet stream depending on the
area specific resistance of the electrochemical cell.

ASR873K

(U$cm2)
Operation

mode
F0(H2O)

(mg$min�1)
F0(O2)

(mg$min�1)

1 Severe 105 1.90

2 Severe 52.5 0.94

3 Severe 35 0.63

Mild 205 3.70

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.06.112
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phenomena involved in this section. The mesh is optimized

using triangular forms. As can be observed from Fig. S2, the

mesh gathers the nodes in the electrolyte, external electrode

and in the inlet and outlet channels.
Results

Validation of model

Due to the lack of available experimental data, a set of

elemental 0D models were built to control and fulfil the

corroboration requirements of the COMSOL methodology and

to help obtain an optimally designed electrolyte. These

models consist of mass, heat and charge balances, and stand

for a first order approximation for the main CDF model. The

Faraday's lay was applied to assure the mass balance,

considering a 100% Faradaic efficiency. The reversible voltage

and ohmic losses were estimated with a 0D electrochemistry

model only dependent on the inlet and outlet stream prop-

erties/partial pressures. Likewise, the preliminary energy

balance was simplified to the released electrochemical energy

and the inlet stream heating. The complete description of the

elemental balances is provided in the supportingmaterial and

the comparison between the elemental balances and the CFD

model are displayed in Fig. S3. Results disclose a robust

agreement between the COMSOL model and the balances

from the 0D models. These results are similar with the ob-

tained in previous CFD works for high temperature electrol-

ysis [26,34,40e45] (see more details in Table S4).

Analysis of the setup

To evaluate the tube-in-shell electrolysis unit, a parametric

analysis of the relevant setup and performance variables gov-

erning the process is presented, considering 123 mA cm�2 of
Fig. 3 e Results of the COMSOLmodel working under mild condit

the external chamber (a); profile of the velocity in the external ch

(c) for 1 bara in the internal chamber.
applied current density and mild operation conditions (Figs. 3

and 4). The steady increment of the oxygen molar fraction

along the tube evidences the progressive electrochemical con-

version of the steam, as it is displayed in the top profile in Fig. 3.

The velocity profile of the external chamber (centre profile)

reflects a smooth progression of the input flow. The slight

decrease along the length of the cell, however, is ascribed to

proton diffusion into the internal chamber, causing a reduction

of the number of moles in the external reaction

(H2O/2 Hþ þ 2 e� þ 1
2 O2). In the case ofmild operation, there is

a low steam conversion of 20% and, hence, the decrease of the

speed is low. The pressure variation profile in Fig. 3 (bottom)

reveals the overall stable pressure with a slight drop of 10mbar

along the length of the tube (only SEU geometry).

The electrochemical potential (top) and current density

(bottom) profiles of the tube-in-shell SEU module working are

displayed in Fig. 4. The potential evaluation remains consis-

tentwith a small 0.02e0.03 V drop across the porous electronic

conductor. This value directly depends on electronic con-

ductivity (nominally 250 S cm�1 in this case). The ability of the

external shell to homogenously distribute the current along

the length of the external electrode is confirmed by the cur-

rent density profile.

Influence of mild and severe conditions

The versatility of the electrolysis unit is manifested by the

ability to operate at distinct regimes, with controlled pressures

and hydrogen conversion rates. Provided a thermoneutral

point at 600 �C, Fig. 5 reflects the different cell responses

(temperature and cell potential) predicted for mild and severe

operating conditions. While the process shifts from endo-

thermic to exothermic modes for a current density around

120e125 mA cm�2 in the first scenario, the analogous turning

point occurs for the second one around 70e75 mA cm�2

(Fig. 5a). This core discrepancy is attributed to the higher
ions at 123mA cm¡2. Profile of the oxygenmolar fraction in

amber (b); profiles of pressure drop in the internal chamber

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.06.112
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.06.112


Fig. 4 e Potential and current density profiles of the COMSOL model working under mild conditions at 123 mA cm¡2 and

with1 bara in the internal chamber.

Fig. 5 e Results of the COMSOL and 0D models. Average temperature of the adiabatic process (a) and cell potential (b) as a

function of the current density applied for the mild and severed conditions. 1: 0D model with the specific resistance

evaluated with the average of inlet stream and the final calculated temperature. 2: 0D model with specific resistance

evaluated with the final calculated temperature.
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reversible voltage (z1 V) of the severe with respect to themild

operation conditions, which causes thermoneutral voltage

Eth ¼ 1.282 V (at 600 �C) to settle at different current densities

(Fig. 5b). This leads to increased hydrogen generation when

compared with severe operation at the same voltages. How-

ever, the main drawbacks associated with mild operation are

(i) lower pressure hydrogen generation and (ii) greater heat

losses due to the high energy demand for the water vapor-

ization combined with a low steam conversion. As Fig. 5b ev-

idences, the stabilization of cell potentials starts once the

current density surpasses the thermoneutral voltage point and

is caused by an enhanced conductivity at increased tempera-

tures. However, experimental results have shown a decrease

in the faradaic efficiency at cell potentials above thermoneu-

tral voltage [26]. The electronic leakage may be caused by in-

crease of the cell potential and, consequently, the system will

be moved to a more exothermic scenario. Therefore, a lower

reversible potential is obtained at mild operation which allows
the application of higher current densities than in severe

conditions for the same cell potential.

Working under severe conditions makes the potential more

sensitive to temperature variations compared to mild condi-

tions, being less critical in the endothermic case. The greater

fraction of unreacted gas in mild operation flow enables a su-

perior absorption of a heat and acts as an auxiliary heat sink for

the cell. Fig. 6 displays three different temperature profiles for

endothermic, thermoneutral and exothermic modes in mild

conditions and their corresponding current densities. Similarly,

four profiles operating under severe conditions are depicted in

Fig. 7, with the two latter portraying an exothermal framework.

All the temperature profiles in both scenarios show relatively

even distributions with low temperature gradients. It is

observed that the applied current and operation voltage

strongly influence the resulting temperature. Furthermore, the

porous domain in the external chamber has a positive effect on

heat transfer due to the presence of the external gas. However,
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Fig. 6 e Temperature profiles of the COMSOL model working at mild operation conditions. 1 bara is used in the internal

chamber. View of the setup (a), temperature profile with a steam conversion of 10% (b), 20% (c) and 30% (d).

Fig. 7 e Temperature profiles of the COMSOLmodel of the SEU working at severe operation conditions. 25 bara is used in the

internal chamber. View of the setup (a), temperature profile with a steam conversion of 60% (b), 70% (c), 80% (d) and 90% (e).
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the gas flows are too low for the temperature profile to change

significantly (the speed profile shows gas velocities in the range

of 0.02e0.04 m s�1).

H2 pressure effect

One of the principal benefits of proton ceramic cells is their

ability to produce pressurized hydrogen in a single step;
however, with an associated energy cost. The influence of the

hydrogen chamber's pressure on electric potential and tem-

perature was assessed at severe operation with a current

density of 79 mA cm�2 leading to a 75% steam conversion in

the electrolysis process (Fig. 8). The associated energy cost is

represented by increased reversible voltage and temperature,

as evident from Fig. 8a and b, respectively. Nonetheless, the

unwanted cell potential increase is partly mitigated by an
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Fig. 8 e Results of the COMSOL model working at severe operation conditions. Study of the pressure of the hydrogen

chamber at 79 mA cm¡2. Cell and reversible potentials (a) and average temperature (b) of the electrochemical cell as function

of pressure in the hydrogen chamber. Potentials were evaluated considering the respective average of overall

electrochemical assembly.
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enhanced electrolyte conductivity at higher temperatures

which leads to reduced specific resistance and corresponding

lower potential and Joule heat.

Temperature profiles of the internal chamber working

under severe conditions at various pressures are also studied

(Fig. 9). The process shifts from the endo-to the exo-regime

when the internal chamber pressure surpasses 20 bara.

Therefore, low pressures in the hydrogen chamber require

higher current densities to achieve thermoneutral voltage.

From this, it can be derived that the cell's ability to generate

hydrogen at the same potential is enhanced at lower

pressures.

The effect of the increase of the H2 pressure can be partially

mitigated by increasing the pressure in the steam chamber. As

can be observed in Figs. S4 and S5, the increment in the

pressure of the external chamber causes a decrease in the
Fig. 9 e Temperature profiles of the COMSOL model

working at severe operation conditions. Study of the

pressure of the hydrogen chamber at 79 mA cm¡2.
reversible voltage, whereas the subsequent decrement in cell

potential (at a fixed current density) is mitigated by the in-

crease of the specific resistance with the reduction in cell

temperature. In addition to the increase of the pressure in the

steam chamber, another option to decrease the temperature

of the system (in exothermic regimes) is to decrease the

temperature of the feed stream. Figs. S6 and S7 show how the

decrement of the resistance of the cell increases the Joule

heat, despite the colder injected feed stream. Consequently,

the temperature of the system does not present high decre-

ments. The resistance of the cell increases at lower
Fig. 10 e Results of the average temperature and cell

potential depending on the current density model working

at severe operation conditions as a function of the area

specific resistance of the electrochemical cell.
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Fig. 11 e Temperature profiles of the COMSOL model at severe operation conditions as a function of the area specific

resistance of the electrochemical cell.
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temperatures and, consequently, it causes higher Joule heat

evolution for the same current densities.

Effect of the specific resistance of the electrochemical cell

Considering the effect of the cell potential on temperature, the

overall specific resistance of the cell can be identified as the

principal cell parameter to be controlled. The temperatures

and potentials obtained from the COMSOL models for steam

conversions between 50 and 95% under severe conditions

(and, consequently, the flow of the feed stream e see Table 2)

at ASR of 1, 2 and 3 U cm2 are presented in Fig. 10. Thermo-

neutral voltage is achieved at 600 �C at current densities of

around 210, 120 and 75 mA cm�2, respectively, and the acti-

vation energy is kept consistent in all cases. Therefore, the

development of new cells with higher protonic conductivity,

better electrodes and better interconnects is key to optimize

the overall SEU operation. Cells with lower specific resistances

allow the current density to be improved for the same cell

potential and, consequently, decreasing the size of the system

for the same hydrogen demands.

Finally, three sets of temperature profiles for different

current densities are presented in Fig. 11, one for each eval-

uated ASR. It is observed that an increased ASR causes lower

recorded current densities among the sets, and higher tem-

peratures and a lower rate of hydrogen production for a given

current density. Additionally, the profile at the current density

of the thermoneutral point for the lower cell resistance

(220 mA cm�2) presents higher temperature gradients in

comparison with the profiles at intermediate resistances

(126 mA cm�2) and the profile at high resistances

(73 mA cm�2). Considering that higher current densities per

unit area cause a higher energy exchange, energy is more

concentrated for higher current densities and, consequently,

there is more heat to be transferred. Given some system, the

heat displacement difficulty grows as the amount of heat

involved is increased. These results emphasize the detri-

mental effect that an increased ASR has on the electrolysis

and the overall process performance.
Conclusions

A single-tube modular electrolysis unit is designed and opti-

mized using a CFD multi-process methodology implemented

in a COMSOL Multiphysics software. The assembly is evalu-

ated through a parametric study under two distinct operation

regimes, mild and severe, attending to the steam conversion

and gas pressures.

The thermoneutral voltage at a specific steam conversion

is identified as a key performance value that is strongly

influenced by the operating conditions and can restrict the

range of hydrogen production rate of the electrolysis unit.

This effect is observed in the electrochemical cell for both

mild and severe operation regimes. Low steam conversions

enable a better heat management and thus the operation at

higher current densities, leading to smaller electrolyser area.

The effect of altering the SEU operating conditions such as

internal and external chamber pressure, inlet steam temper-

ature or area specific resistance is studied. No large gas con-

centration or temperature gradients are observed even at very

high steam conversion rates. It is found that increasing the

pressure in the internal hydrogen chamber leads to higher cell

potentials and temperatures, which reduces the current

density at the thermoneutral voltage and the associated

hydrogen production rate. This effect can be partially miti-

gated by boosting the pressure of the external chamber (H2O

and O2) and/or decreasing the temperature of the feed stream.

While the pressure of the steam chamber can be easily

increased using liquid water and a hydraulic pump, the elec-

trochemical pumping through the electrolyte alleviates an

additional mechanical hydrogen pressurization step. Like-

wise, the decrease of the feed stream temperature can provide

a better heat integration of the system, providing the heat

needed to achieve a sustainable thermal regime.

It was found that the utilization of a porous domain as the

electronic current collector in the external chamber has a

positive effect on heat transport, a major challenge in high-

current electrolysers. Heat transfer is facilitated in a solid
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medium (the solid phase of the porous domain) compared to a

gaseous one. Indeed, the porous medium increases the

interface area between solid and gas phases. This is man-

ifested by the reduced gradient in the corresponding tem-

perature profile.

Lastly, the influence of a critical parameter in electrolysis,

i.e., the area specific resistance (ASR), was assessed. The

overall resistance of the electrochemical system shifts the

current density of the thermoneutral voltage. Therefore, it

enables to adapt the size of the electrolyser or the hydrogen

production rate depending on the application and operation

regime. Cells with lower resistances per unit area allow

operation at higher current densities and thus higher heat

fluxes evolve. This leads to higher but acceptable tempera-

ture gradients; yet the operation remains sustainable, as

Multiphysics simulations revealed, thanks to the adopted

unit design.

This modelling study has shown that the designed all-in-

one tubular cell assembly (SEU) based on proton ceramics for

electrolysis is efficient and versatile. The overall analysis of

the different profiles reveals that the process does not have

fluid-dynamics or thermal limitations. The applied CFD

methodology is revealed as an effective guidance for the

process and geometry design as well as for material selec-

tion, leading to a successful optimization of the SEU and

enabling the scaling development of electrolysers at high

temperature.
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Abbreviations and symbols
Symbol description

Area Electrochemical area (m2)

ASR Area specific resistance of the electrochemical cell

(U$m2)
Qbr Source term of the gas flow (kg$m�3$s�1)

ASR873K ASR at 600 �C (U$m2)

QI Ionic current density source term (A$m�3)

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

QS Electronic current density source term (A$m�3)

Cp Heat capacity (J$mol�1$K�1)

Qterm Heat source term (W$m�3)

dp Particle size (m)

R Ideal gas constant (8.314 J mol�1 K�1)

Di,k Gas diffusion coefficient for the i and k compounds

(m2$s�1)

ri Reaction rate of the i compound (kg$m�3$s�1)

Di
m Average diffusion coefficient for the i compound

(m2$s�1)

SEU Single Engineering Unit

Ecell Cell potential (V)

T Temperature (K)

Eeq reversible potential (V)

u Gas velocity (m$s�1)

Erev Reversible potential (V)

wi Weight fraction of the i compound

Eth Thermoneutral voltage (V)

X(H2O) Water conversion in the electrolysis

Ea Energy activation of the Arrhenius expression for the

ASR evaluation (J$mol�1)

xk Molar fraction of the k compound

F Faraday constant (96,485 C mol�1)

Z Electrons exchanged

F0(i) Mass flow of the i compound in the feeding stream

(kg$s�1)

b Exchange transference coefficient

I Identity matrix

DG Gibbs free energy (J$mol�1)

Iop Total current applied (A)

DH Enthalpy (J$mol�1)

i Current density applied referred to the

electrochemical area (A$m�2)

DS Entropy (J$mol�1$K�1)

i0 Exchange current density (A$m�2)

εp Porosity

iI Ionic current density (A$m�2)

h Overpotential (V)

iS Electronic current density (A$m�2)

qp Solid fraction of the porous domain

ji Mass flux for thei compound (kg$m�2$s�1)

k Permeability of the porous domain (m2)

k Thermal conductivity (W$m�1$K�1)

m Dynamic viscosity (Pa$s)

keq Equivalent thermal conductivity for the porous

domain (W$m�1$K�1)

r Density (kg$m�3)

kp Thermal conductivity of the solid of the porous

domain (W$m�1$K�1)

sI Ionic conductivity (S$m�1)

Mi Molecular weight of the i compound (kg$mol�1)

sS Electronic conductivity (S$m�1)

Mn Average molecular weight (kg$mol�1)

tp Tortuosity of the porous domain

Ni Weight flow for the i compound (kg$m�2$s�1)

4I Ionic potential (V)
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P Total pressure (Pa or bara)

4S Electronic potential (V)

pi Partial pressure of the i compound (Pa or bara)

Subscript description

int internal chamber

ext external chamber

0 feeding stream
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